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1. Corpus linguistics, NLP & Deep learning

Corpus linguistics: 
« The corpus is a fundamental tool for any type of research on language. The availability of computers in
the 1950s immediately led to the creation of corpora in electronic form that could be searched
automatically for a variety of language features, and compute frequency, distributional characteristics,
and other descriptive statistics. » (Ide, 2008 : 328-329)

« … Creation of linguistic corpora almost always demands that sub-paragraph structures such as sentences
and words […] are identified » (ibid. 332)

=> To interrogate and search metadata (aka, data describing data) and not directly data.

NLP & Deep Learning :
« At the June 2015 opening of the Facebook AI Research Lab in Paris, its director Yann LeCun said: “The
next big step for Deep Learning is natural language understanding, which aims to give machines the
power to understand not just individual words but entire sentences and paragraphs.” »

« Where has Deep Learning helped NLP? The gains so far have not so much been from true
Deep Learning (use of a hierarchy of more abstract representations to promote generalization) as from the
use of distributed word representations—through the use of real-valued vector representations of words
and concepts. Having a dense, multidimensional representation of similarity between all words is
incredibly useful in NLP, but not only in NLP. » (Manning, 2015 : 701, 703)

=> Deep Learning to help encode PoS & syntactic metadata
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=> Actually, we do not need to get data, but to describe them with metadata. As M. Eric put it (2021) « We
don’t need Data Scientists, we need Data Engineers » (https://www.mihaileric.com/posts/we-need-data-
engineers-not-data-scientists/) 

https://techjury.net/blog/how-much-data-is-created-every-
day/#gref
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 As such, corpus linguistics & NLP / Deep Learning have several objectives:

• To structure, down to the word level, each text
• To edit the text in a universal format
• To stabilize annotation and metadata extraction
• To open the ressources, for scientific collaboration
• To develop tools for data visualization and/or data structuration

 The challenges NLP and CL face are completely different in nature:

 Challenges in CL concern structural information, regarding the text as an entity.
 Challenges in NLP concern PoS & hierarchical information, regarding the text as a product of 

human language.

The answers are also quite distinct: 
* challenges in CL can be answered automatically with a limited set of tools. For a computer, a 

textual data is no different in nature as any other kind of data (i.e. image, sounds, videos…), and 
features can be implemented manually;

* challenges in NLP can be answered automatically with a greater set of (+/- imperfect) tools, as 
for a computer, natural language cannot be understand (at all!), and features are hard to implement
manually.
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2. Main challenges in long diachrony & in cross-linguistic research
2.1. Encoding
• By nature, CL & NLP aim to compare and run research on a great variety of texts

• Inside a same language variety
• Between several language varieties (i.e. diasystemic variation)
• Between several languages

-> As such, CL & NLP imply some choices regarding textual data than can be hard to stabilize:

* PoS information: can we use the same PoS for each token without any problem?

https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/index.html https://www.ling.upenn.edu/~beatrice/corpus-
ling/annotation-french/pos/pos-index.html
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• Structural information: can we use the same syntactical informations for each language?

https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/index.html
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• Which format should we use to encode our data?

XML-TEI CONLLU

PSD/PTB
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• But even before, how should we define a word/a token? A sentence? These concepts are quite
recent and/or inadequate.

Très Ancien Coutumier 
(Norman Law, c. 1250)

=> How to combine the specificity of one (variety of) 
language and universal descriptions?

http://www.digitorient.com/wp/wp-
content/uploads/2015/04/Paleo-bab_complet.pdf1. CL & NLP
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 Those concepts are not specific to CL or NLP and can be found, in different terms, in general
grammar.

 It should be noted though that the tagsets in CL/NLP don’t aim to produce an exact analysis, but 
to stabilize the tagging, for allowing systematic comparisons. As such, we can overlook some
incertainties, as long as the tagsets can be used to search similar occurrences.

 … but analysis habits die hard:

« Specialists of 17th c. French texts do not have for habit to adopt a philological approach when editing
texts. The recent development of digital tools have not triggered more reflection on their practices, 
especially regarding transcriptions, which are still heavily (and silently) normalised, despite the new 
opportunities offered by computers and the standards used in digital humanities. » (Gabay, Bartz & 
Deguin 2020)

So, we have to add this one difficulty: to train specialists in 
CL and NPL and to make some compromises to standardize
annotation. Even a simple task like the lemmatization
process creates problems amongst specialists!
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• To sum up:

• Standardization challenges: * metalinguistic units (sentences/tokens)
* metalinguistic tags (PoS/Syntax/lemma)
* format standardization (XML-TEI/CONLL/PSD-PTB)

• …and skills training! Community tools and digital humanities procedures already exist, but we
have to know how to use them.

https://pyrrha.readt
hedocs.io/en/latest/
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2.2. Annotation

• Even if we all agree on a PoS/syntactic/token standard, we have to annotate the texts. There are two
ways to do it:
• Statically, through the comparison of the texts with a dictionary and patterns recognition;
• Dynamically, through a treebank and NPL/DL models.

• A static approach helps us to have a greater control of the output, but manual corrections 
are to be expected;

• A dynamic approach gives us less control of the output, but corrections are scarce.

=> Of course, a dynamic approach can only be adopted if a training model exists.

http://depsearch-depsearch.rahtiapp.fi/ds_demo/
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Static approach:

* Necessary when there is no treebank or model accessible (i.e. Old italian/ Venitian)
* Necessary when working on peculiar texts (low level of literacy, marginal annotations, drafts…)

https://www.unicaen.fr/epele/accueil

https://www.prizepapers.de/
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Dynamic approach:

* Can parse and annotate a great volume of texts (2 mn for 50 000+ tokens in Old French with
the HOPS model)

* Often trained on specific texts (press, littérature… see Camps et al. 2020), that can be
problematic.

« If many lemmatisers and POS taggers have been trained, and sometimes conceived, for French, they
usually focus on contemporary French and tools for Ancien Régime French remain scarce. […] training 
data are not publicly available (yet?), and rely mainly on non-normalised texts from the 16th to the 18th 
c. » (Camps et al., 2020 : 1)

=> In reality, as manual corrections are inevitable, a mixed approach should be considered.
=> When we look around, we see that projects and annotation system, dictionaries, data… are 

numerous but generally, it is hard to make those projects communicate to each other.
=> We should aim to add as much information (i.e. metadata/documentation) as possible.
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HOPS  =>  PRESTO dictionary => ’’upgraded’’ CONLLU
(courtesy to the HIGH-TECH Project)



2.3. Visualization

• But, even if everything is standardized and « perfect », there is one last problem: data visualization.
• Basically, there are two ways to see data:

• Graphically, i.e a « tree »;
• In a table format, i.e. a csv.

• But even here, there are different ways to draw a tree:

https://universaldependencies.org/conllu_viewer.html

https://urd2.let.rug.nl/~kleiweg/conllu/
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• More visualizations!

https://pypi.org/
project/conllu/

annotald.github.io/

corpussearch.sourceforge.net/



• A .csv is a highly standardized format, than can be readable and searchable using different tools. It is
also quite useful to spot and compare patterns between several texts, as we search for metadata.

=> Again, we should aim to produce « universal data », that can be parsed and visualized using
different tools, as the endgoal of CL/NLP is not to create data, but to explore it.

txm-crisco.huma-num.fr/
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 It is quite straightforward to convert from one format to another (e.g., CONLL <-> XML-TEI <-> PSD). 
XML-TEI is, however, the most practical and should be the « endgame » of every project, as it
• facilitates visualization
• Can enable access to the texts via a webpage (with a XSLT / HTML transformation) 

http://ftb.linguist.univ-paris-diderot.fr/#tag
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3. Step by step workflow

Three main steps (https://www.unicaen.fr/projet_de_recherche/micle/)

a. Data acquisition
b. Data structuring
c. Data visualization

/!\ Each step requires several (philological/encoding/syntactic…) choices. Depending on the nature of the texts, 
all projects do not need to make the same choices to be interoperable, but they need to share a common
language. The TEI-C aims, since 1994, to define a stable set of tags that can be used for textual data. /!\

https://tei-c.org/
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3.1 Data acquisition

• The end goal in this step is to produce a plain txt text or a set of XML-TEI files with information on the 
basic structure of the text.

• As such, challenges & issues arise:
• If we are working on a manuscript, do we keep the caracters, the line breaks?
• If we are working on a printed text, do we keep page numbers and running titles?

=> Many projects in CL seek not only to interrogate the texts, but also to give access to the 
philological matter, to allow comparisons between editions.

https://www.rialfri.eu/rialfriWP/
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https://readcoop.eu/transkribus/?sc=Transkribus



 Challenges in data acquisition:
 What is a character/a line/a text?
 Do we keep facsimile information (iiif)?
 Do we keep track of the different editions?
 How can we access the data?

• Even if our only concern is the linguistic data, concepts like mediality and affordances can influence 
textual information, and thus, should be recorded, at least on a documentation level.

« […] media play their part in shaping utterances from the very beginning,
they not only determine which signs we use but they also have an
influence on how we use them. In short : Media offer a frame that, in the
process of utterance production already, has an influence on how we
design the utterance, how we process signs » (Luginbühl, 2015)
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3.2 Data structuring

• At least two levels, for CL/NLP to work : the token (word) level, and the sentence level.

Python/ReGex

https://pypi.org/project/conllu/



• You can add comments to the CONLLU (with lines beginning with #), and it is important for future 
synchronization (based on token numbering). As such, the XML-TEI can be more precise than the 
CONLL/PSD.
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3.2 Data structuring

• Mixed approach with NLP models, Treebanks, dictionnary, etc.

=> Structuration = Standardization
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3.3 Data visualization
=> To be able to display every encoding level, from the word to the text.
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4. References & closing statements
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